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Dear Editor,

Hope everything is fine with you.

We have well received your commentary and addressed them. Please kindly find the revised manuscript attached as well as our answer to some of your questions as below:

1. We have engaged AJE to help us revise the language during the second refined version. Please kindly check AJE’s certification attached in this email. We also invited another native English colleague to help further modify our wording.

2. We have included the email addresses of every author, please kindly check the title page.

3. We made a mistake here – the patient was indeed a woman and we have replaced the “his” with a “her”. Please kindly accept our apology. Besides, the consent was in written form and please find the scanned copy in the attachment.

4. We have removed the CARE checklist according to your request.

5. We have included the legends in the main manuscript, please kindly check the updated attachment

6. We have noted the role of funding body in detail in the funding section. Please kindly refer to the updated manuscript.

7. The attached manuscript is the final, clean version per your request. Please kindly help double confirm.

Many thanks again for your time and coordination. Should you kindly let us know if anything, looking forward to your kind reply!

Sincerely yours

Yang Yang, MD, Ph.D
Department of hematology, Tongji Hospital
Tongji Medical College
Huazhong University of Science and Technology
Wuhan, Hubei, 430030, P. R. China
Phone: +86-27-69378607
eliteyoung@126.com